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ABSTRACT
Wine branch is regulated in the EU with Common organization of wine market. The reform is done every ten years to adapt regulation of market to real situation of this sector. It has been in the years 1979, 1987 and 1999. There is present by valid regulation of Council (EC) No. 1493/1999. This is the basic regulation for the sector of wine which is connected with execution directive of Committee (EC). During the first twenty years of existence of SOT the number of related regulations grew up so much that it exceed one hundred. The system thus became nontransparent. In 1987 two basic directives of the Council for wine were published – one was for table wine and second for quality wine. The previous reform have made legislature simpler – there remains only one basic regulation for wine and about half of executive regulations. Legislature of the Czech Republic comes from the European legislature. The basic national regulation of this sector is law No. 321/2004 Sb. about viticulture and wine branch and regulations No. 323/2004 Sb. and 324/2004 Sb. as the executive regulations. Certainly wine branch is connected with entire life of society in the state, so this has to be regulated by a number of other national regulations.
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